Let Pr • (t.xj't.A) be a probability of the inoident that n n the process X^ is in the state belonging to the Borel set A in the moment t, while it was in x^,...,xn,x states in earlier moments t^,...,tQ,t. It means that in general we have P t X X. (t.Xjit.A) =p(x"aiL x V 1 n 1 n (with probability to 1).
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SOME PROPERTIES OF A QUASI-DIFFUSION VECTOR-VALUED PROCESS
In papers [1] , [3] , [4] there are given definitions and some properties of a quesi-diffusion process in the one-dimensional case, and in [2] the m-dimensional generalization of these processes. In this paper, using results of [2] , we describe some properties of a quasi-diffusion vector-valued process, connected with its conditional moments and so we generalize the results of [1], Let Pr • (t.xj't.A) be a probability of the inoident that n n the process X^ is in the state belonging to the Borel set A in the moment t, while it was in x^,...,xn,x states in earlier moments t^,...,tQ,t. It means that in general we have 
Let (•,•) be the scalar product. For example, the following scalar produots
Obviously, for overy i,j -1,...,m, we have Sinoe k is arbitrary and R m c LJ G , we obtain from (1.6) the k=1 k thesis of our theorem.
The conditional moments for the process X^ are denoted by Hf * (t,x}t,i) = / j 1 ?? * (t.xjt.dy), n' n J n» n R -(t,x|f, n' n i,3) -/ yVp? -z (t,x|-r,dy),
Moreover, let Br •* {t,xjt) =< Kt ^ x (*.*«*.»»-n' n n* n n* n yPr -(t,x|t,d7) n'*n B be a vector of a conditional expectation value, and let n* n n* n J 1,5=1 ,*•• ,m be a matrix of conditional oovariances of veotor-valued process Xj.. Infinitesimal moments depend on conditional moments.
In faot, we have the following result.
Theorem
2.
If there exist conditional moments for the prooess X+ and h? i -(t,x), Bi-(t,x) are contin n n n nuous, then
n' n h-0 n V x n and, in particular,
Proof. For the functions g ± {y) = y 1 , g ± « = yS^t i,j « 1,...,m, the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Therefore, if we put t 0 < t 1 <... < t Q < s = t < t = t+h for h > 0 (or t < t.. < .¿. < t"< s • t+h < x -t for h< 0), then in the o i n case of h>0, we have I (t,x) + , n' n n' n *n» x n i.3 J.i sinoe bi-r* (t,x) = by (t,x) for i,j = 1,...,m. The relan* n n» x n tions (2.1), (2.2) imply (6). Besides from (2.1), (2.2) we have Hî x (t.xjt+h.i) = x + A£* ^ (t,x)h + o(h), n' n n* n ^ -(t,xjt+h,i,j) = x*-* 5 + |"x i A^ * (t,x) + n* n n* n + xhi-(t,x) + (t,x)| h + o(h) V x n n» n J and,more over, X? £ (t,xjt+h,i,d) -(t,x,t+h,i,d) -n* n n' n " M Ï" , x_ i ^ » * I ^ » ^Kt" ,3T ( ^ » * î ^ » ¡J ) » n* n n' n
